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A B S T R A C T   

Bone, renowned for its elegant hierarchical structure and unique mechanical properties, serves as a constant 
source of inspiration for the development of synthetic materials. However, achieving accurate replication of bone 
features in artificial materials with remarkable structural and mechanical similarity remains a significant chal-
lenge. In this study, we employed a cascade of continuous fabrication processes, including biomimetic miner-
alization of collagen, bidirectional freeze-casting, and pressure-driven fusion, to successfully fabricate a 
macroscopic bulk material known as artificial compact bone (ACB). The ACB material closely replicates the 
composition, hierarchical structures, and mechanical properties of natural bone. It demonstrates a lamellated 
alignment of mineralized collagen (MC) microfibrils, similar to those found in natural bone. Moreover, the ACB 
exhibits a similar high mineral content (70.9 %) and density (2.2 g/cm3) as natural cortical bone, leading to 
exceptional mechanical properties such as high stiffness, hardness, and flexural strength that are comparable to 
those of natural bone. Importantly, the ACB also demonstrates excellent mechanical properties in wet, 
outstanding biocompatibility, and osteogenic properties in vivo, rendering it suitable for a broad spectrum of 
biomedical applications, including orthopedic, stomatological, and craniofacial surgeries.   

1. Introduction 

Natural mineralized biomaterials, such as bone, enamel, and nacre, 
are typically composed of simple ingredients, but demonstrate remark-
able mechanical performances that far exceed those of their individual 
components and their mixture [1–5]. This is primarily attributed to the 
effective integration of soft and hard phases and their multiscale orga-
nization, ranging from the nano-to macro level, resulting in a sophisti-
cated and compact architecture [6–8]. Therefore, the development of 
high-performance composite materials through biomimetic designs, 
inspired by the complex hierarchical organization of natural mineralized 
tissues, has garnered significant interest and attention [9–11]. 

Bone is the most prevalent and essential organic/inorganic hybrid 

nanomaterial in the human body [12]. It comprises 65 wt % inorganic 
components, 25 wt % organic components, and 10 wt % water [1]. Bone 
possesses a complex multilevel structure, consisting of collagen mole-
cules and nano-hydroxyapatite (nHAp), which self-assemble from the 
bottom up into microfibrils, fibrils, fibers, fiber bundles, lamellae, 
osteons, and compact bone [13]. Collagen molecules self-assemble in 
parallel into microfibrils to modulate nHAp nucleation and growth on 
the specific sites at the molecular level and then span to higher hierar-
chies [14]. The molecular combination of collagen and nHAp, as well as 
the hierarchical organization of elaborated architectures at multiple 
length scales, contribute to the exceptional mechanical properties of 
bone, characterized by unique strength and toughness [15–18]. These 
properties have served as inspiration for the development of biomimetic 
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artificial bone grafts. However, the preparation of artificial compact 
bone materials that possess similar compositions, structures, and prop-
erties to natural cortical bone presents significant challenges yet holds 
great significance in biomedical applications [19–21]. 

In recent years, the development of high-strength bone materials has 
gained significant attention due to their potential to address clinical 
challenges associated with load-bearing applications in orthopedic and 
dental surgeries. A biomimetic and biodegradable synthetic bone ma-
terial that highly resembles natural compact bone could effectively meet 
the demand, showing significant clinical implications. However, rele-
vant studies on the development of high-strength bone materials 
composed of biomineralized collagen, excluding synthetic polymers, 
metals, and non-degradable ceramics have been sparsely reported. In 
our previous research [22], we proposed a “multiscale cascade regula-
tion” strategy, which integrates multiple techniques including molecular 
self-assembly, electrospinning, and pressure-driven fusion to modulate 
the combination of collagen and nHAp from nano-to macrolevels to 
achieve the construction of a bulk artificial lamellar bone (ALB). The 
mineralized collagen-based ALB highly resembled the rotated 
plywood-like structure of natural lamellae, resulting in a favorable 
combination of lightweight, high strength, and toughness. However, the 
electrospinning technique imposes a limitation on both the maximum 
mineral content of ALB that is approximately 40% and the cross-linking 
process [23–25]. Consequently, the ALB is prone to rapid swelling and 
degradation in vivo, which limits its clinical applications. Therefore, one 
of the primary objectives of this study is to develop an artificial compact 
bone material with excellent mechanical properties and a slow degra-
dation rate, capable of providing long-lasting mechanical support 
throughout the entire bone regeneration process. We expect to identify a 
facile method that can increase the nHAp content of the artificial 
compact bone material while preserving the lamellar structure, thus 
achieving a comparable density and improved mechanical properties 
and stability, tailored to meet the specific demands of various bone 
defect sites. 

The bidirectional freezing technique, developed by Ritchie group 
[26–28], has been effectively utilized to construct intricate architectures 
like nacre and enamel, by which the assembly of small building blocks 
was driven into a porous lamellar structure. In this study, we combined 
the bidirectional freezing technique with molecular self-assembly of 
mineralized collagen and pressure-driven fusion for the first time to 
produce a macroscopic bulk artificial compact bone (ACB) material. The 
ACB material exhibits a lamellated alignment of mineralized collagen 
(MC) microfibrils. it replicates both the aligned MC fibrils and the 
lamellar structure found in natural bone, resulting in improved me-
chanical properties. Simultaneously, the high content of mineralized 
collagen microfibrils in the slurry used for bidirectional freezing ensures 
that the ACB material possesses a mineral content consistent with that of 
natural bone. Furthermore, the ACB material can be readily combined 
with other biocompatible polymers, ceramics, or bioactive molecules to 
produce a range of compact structural and functional biomaterials. 
These materials can be manufactured on a large scale for clinical 
translations. In general, the exceptional mechanical performance, 
biocompatibility, and bioactivities of the ACB material make it suitable 
for various biomedical applications, including orthopedic, stomato-
logical, and craniofacial surgeries. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Reagents 

Type I collagen (Mw = 280 kDa) was purchased from Hebei Collagen 
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Atelocollagen from bovine skin), and used as 
received. The chemicals used in this study, including anhydrous calcium 
chloride (CaCl2), sodium hydroxide (NaOH), orthophosphoric acid 
(H3PO4), calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), Tris-HCl (C4H11NO3⋅HCl), 
ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH), 1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoro-2-propanol 

(HFIP), Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 87.0–89.0%, Mw = 3 kDa), glutar-
aldehyde, were all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (St. Louis, MO, 
USA). PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, 184 Silicone Elastomer kit, 
Germany) wedges were obtained by mixing the polymer with the curing 
agent at a ratio of 10:1, then curing at room temperature for more than 
12 h. 

2.2. Preparation of MC microfibrils 

The mineralized collagen microfibrils were synthesized according to 
the method reported previously [22]. Briefly, collagen was dissolved in 
12 mM H3PO4 solution at a concentration of 0.03% (w/v) and stirred for 
more than 10 h to ensure complete dissolution. Separately, Ca(OH)2 was 
completely dissolved in pre-cooled de-ionized water (20 mM) at 4 ◦C and 
stirred for 1 h. Then the collagen/H3PO4 and Ca(OH)2 solutions were 
dropped slowly at a volume ratio of 1:1 (Ca/P = 1.67) into 10 M Tris-HCl 
buffer solution with pH 8.5 at 37 ◦C under gentle stirring for 24 h. The 
precipitate was centrifuged and washed with distilled water three times 
at 3000 rpm/min and then finally collected by centrifugation (Cence 
H2500R) at 16,000 rpm/min for 10 min. 

2.3. Artificial compact bone fabrication 

The first step is to prepare the slurry. Here, polyvinyl alcohol (0.9 g) 
was fully dissolved in deionized water (30 mL) in an oil bath at 95 ◦C and 
stirred for 3 h. Then, the slurry was obtained by mixing MC microfibril 
precipitate (wet, ~8 g) with PVA aqueous solution and stirring vigor-
ously for 36 h. 

The Teflon models (20 × 20 × 40 mm) with a PDMS wedge (20◦) at 
the bottom were placed on a copper cold finger connected to a liquid 
nitrogen reservoir. Before freeze-casting, 0.1 mM glutaraldehyde was 
added to the slurry, stirred well, and then poured into the mold imme-
diately, bidirectional freezing process promoted the lamellar ice crystals 
to grow preferentially under dual temperature gradients. A vertical 
gradient away from the cooling stage and a horizontal gradient from the 
thinner end to the thicker end of the PDMS wedge were formed, and the 
MC microfibril in the slurry was ejected from the generating solidifica-
tion front and arranged in parallel each other along the ice layers. 
Finally, a long-range of porous aligned lamellar structure was generated 
after freeze-drying for 48 h, which was then compressed at 80 ◦C, 1500 
MPa for 10 min to obtain the ACB. For comparison, we prepared a 
similar compact bone material with a randomly aligned structure (RCB) 
using a unidirectional freeze-casting process. A single vertical temper-
ature gradient away from the cold finger was used, which promoted the 
preferential growth of ice crystals from bottom to top. Since the PDMS 
wedge did not create a horizontal temperature gradient, random 
nucleation of ice crystals took place on the entire cold surface of the 
finger, leading to the formation of multiple sub-millimeter structural 
domains in the final structure, each corresponding to a different orien-
tation of lamellar ice crystals [26]. 

2.4. Morphological characterizations 

The morphologies of the MC microfibrils, crack path and the frac-
tured surfaces of the ACB were observed by SEM (Merlin Compact, Zeiss, 
Germany). All the samples were directly sputter-coated with a 10 nm Pt 
layer for SEM examinations. The suspension of MC microfibrils was 
isolated and washed with distilled water, and then dropped on copper 
grids after resuspension for TEM observation. For TEM investigations of 
the ACB bulk, FIB thin cuts along the longitudinal and cross-sections 
were prepared by using both a Vion™ Plasma FIB (Xe+) and a Helios 
DualBeam at 2–30 keV (FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands). The samples 
described above were observed by TEM (JEOL, Japan) at 200 kV. High- 
resolution TEM data were analyzed by using the Digital Micrograph 
software (Gatan company, USA). 

The cell adhesion state on scaffolds was also examined by SEM. The 
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samples were fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS, followed by 
gradient dehydration from 30 % to 100% ethanol and critical point 
drying (Samdri-PVT-3D, America), and then sputter-coated with a 10 
nm Pt layer for observation. 

2.5. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

The inorganic minerals in the ACB bulks (prepared under different 
pressures of 20 MPa, 200 MPa, and 1500 MPa, denoted as P20, P200, 
P1500, respectively), collagen fibril, MC microfibril, and natural cortical 
bone were evaluated by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (D8 Discover, 
Bruker, Germany) with the condition of Cu Kα1 radiation (λ = 0.154056 
nm), 40 kV, and 200 mA. The range of diffraction angle 2θ was from 20◦

to 60◦ at a step scanning rate of 2◦/min. 

2.6. Thermogravimetric (TGA) 

The mineral contents of different samples including the ACB bulks 
(prepared under different pressures of 1 MPa, 200 MPa, and 1500 MPa, 
denoted as P1, P200, P1500, respectively) and the MC microfibrils 
powder were evaluated using a thermogravimetric analyzer (Q5000IR, 
TA INSTRUMENTS, China). The samples (several dozen milligrams) 
were placed in a platinum open pan and weighed during the heating 
process at a rate of 10 ◦C/min from room temperature to 800 ◦C in air. 
Plot a curve of the change in quality versus temperature. 

2.7. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

FTIR measurements of ALB bulks by different pressures were carried 
out using a spectrometer (Bruker, Germany). Frequency information of 
molecular vibrations is obtained by detecting the absorption intensity of 
ACB at different wave numbers (cm− 1), and this information can be used 
to identify and analyze the chemical composition and structure of ma-
terials, such as phosphate, amide I, and so on. The range of wavelength 
was 4000-600 cm− 1. 

2.8. Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy measurements were carried out using a Lab-
RAM HR Evolution (Horiba JobinYvon) with an incident laser with a 
514 nm wavelength. A monochromatic laser beam is used as the exci-
tation source, adjusting the optical system to focus the laser beam on the 
sample surface. 

2.9. X-ray photon spectroscopy (XPS) 

All the samples (ACB and MC microfibrils) were measured by an 
ESCALAB 250Xi (Thermo Figsher) device using a monochromatic Al KR 
X-ray source. The test procedure is performed in a high vacuum envi-
ronment. Typically, the vacuum level is maintained below 10− 7 mbars to 
minimize the interference of gas molecules on the experimental results. 

2.10. Nanoindentation 

The nano-hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (Ey) of the ACB bulks in 
different directions were tested by a nanoindenter (Keysight G200, 
Keysight Technologies, China). The indenter force and displacement 
during the loading and unloading procedures were recorded with reso-
lutions of 50 nN and 0.01 nm, respectively. The H and Ey under the static 
load were measured following the methods of Oliver-Pharr. The 
maximum load was maintained at 450 mN. Five positions were 
randomly selected and measured for each sample for average. 

2.11. Micro-CT imaging 

The ACB bulks were scanned by Micro-CT (InspexiosMX-90CT Plus, 

Shimadzu, Japan) at 90 kV accelerating voltage and the scanning step of 
4 μm/pitch. During the scanning process, the X-ray source is fixed and 
the specimen is rotated 360◦ in a relatively stationary state for scanning 
and recording. The scanning speed is 10◦/min. Additionally, the rat 
humeri with distal defects were scanned with a working distance of 80 
mm and a scanning step of 10 μm/pitch. The scanning speed was 
increased to 20◦/min to avoid tissue damage caused by prolonged ser-
vice illumination. All data were analyzed using 3D reconstruction im-
aging via VGSTUDIO MAX 3.4 software with the same threshold. 

2.12. Three-point bending test 

Three-point bending tests were performed on an Instron (SFL, Shi-
madzu, Japan) testing machine. The ACB bulks (2 mm × 4 mm × 28 
mm) were tested for the bending mechanical properties in in-plane and 
antiplane directions. 

For single-edge notched beam (SENB) tests, the beam specimens with 
dimensions of about 2 mm × 4 mm × 28 mm were notched (about 2 mm 
length) on one edge side of the specimens. To investigate the fracture 
toughness of ACB, we have used a single-notched three-point bend test, 
which consists of a rectangular bar containing rounded notches (root 
radius ~200 μm) subjected to three-point bending (the same is true for a 
sharp crack). The loading rate was 0.1 mm/min for unnotched speci-
mens and 0.01 mm/min for SENB specimens. Each kind of material was 
tested at least 5 times. 

2.13. Simulation 

The finite element method (FEM)-based simulation was imple-
mented to capture the crack propagation process from macroscopic and 
microscopic scales [29–31]. The orthotropic constitutive model was 
utilized to describe mechanical behavior influenced by fibrils in a par-
allel arrangement. Cohesive zone model was adopted since the fracture 
mechanism mainly manifested as matrix debonding and brittle fracture 
of fibers. The fracture energy is identified by fracture test results. For the 
macroscopic model, the aim of simulation is to capture the main crack 
deflection and the laminar crack as the main crack propagated. The 
specimen in three-point bending test was modeled as a multilayer 
structure. For microscopic models, the aim of simulation is to explain the 
macroscopic fracture behavior from the scale of nanocrystalline. A 
brick-like structure was modeled, each brick represented a nano-
crystalline with the size of 1 mm × 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm. The interfacial 
slip, debonding and brittle fracture along the fiber direction between 
bricks were described by cohesive behavior. 

2.14. Calculation of fracture toughness KJC and the crack extension Δa 
resistance curve 

All test results are in accordance with ASTM standards.  

1) Kic is calculated by the following equations [8–10]. 

x=
a
W

(eq. 1)  

Kic =
PICS

BW3/2 f(x) (eq. 2)  

f(x)=
3(x)1/2

[1.99 − x(1 − x)(2.15 − 3.93x + x2)]

2(1 + 2x)(1 − x)3/2 (eq. 3)  

where PIC is the maximum load before crack initiation, S is the span, B is 
the width, W is the thickness, and the a is the initial notch depth of the 
sample. x is a fixed value that is related to a a and W.  

2) Crack length was recursively calculated as follows. 
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The single-edge notched beam sample will undergo a crack propa-
gation process by the three-point bending test. Combined with SEM 
morphologies of crack propagation distance, the equivalent relationship 
between flexibility and crack length was used to calculate the crack 
propagation length for toughness analysis. 

an = an− 1 +
W − an− 1

2
(Cn − Cn− 1)

Cn
(eq. 4)  

Cn = dn/fn (eq. 5)  

Δa= an − a (eq. 6)  

where an is the crack length, dn is the displacement, and fn is the force 
(N) at each point after crack initiation. C is the compliance calculated at 
the n and n-1 step respectively. Δa is the crack extension length.  

3) The calculation for the relationship between Kjc and Δa. 

J-integral versus crack extension was calculated by the contributions 
of elastic and plastic components and described as follows. 

KJC =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅(
Je + Jp

)
Eʹ

√

(eq. 7)  

where. 

Je = elastic component of Kic, 
Jp = plastic component of Kjc, 

Eʹ=E
/ (

1 − v2) (eq. 8)  

where E is the flexural modulus of composite materials calculated by the 
three-point bend test. 

E=
ΔSstress

ΔSʹ
Strain

(eq. 9)  

where ΔSstress and ΔSŚtrain stand the difference values at elastic stage of 
stress and strain curves. 

Je =
Kic

2

Eʹ (eq. 10)  

Jp =
2Ap

Bb
(eq. 11)  

where Ap represents the plastic area under the load-displacement curve, 
B is the specimen lateral dimension, and b is the un-cracked ligament 
(b = W − a). 

2.15. In vitro cytocompatibility of ACB 

The in vitro cytocompatibility of the ACB was evaluated by cell cul-
ture of Sprague-Dawley rat BMSCs on the surfaces of ACB. First, ACB was 
washed by PBS and sterilized. The cells were then seeded at a density of 
1 × 104 cells/sample on the ACB surfaces and cultured in a DMEM 
growth medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin- 
streptomycin in an incubator with 5% CO2 at 37 ◦C. 

For Live/Dead staining, the staining working solution (2 μM Calcein- 
AM; 4.5 μM PI) was prepared as follows. Solution A (2 mM, Calcein-AM 
(Yeasen, Cat No. 40747ES76; CO, China)) and solution B (1.5 mM, 
Propidium iodide, PI (Yeasen, Cat No. 40747ES80; CO, China)) were 
equilibrated at room temperature for 30 min before use. Add 15 μL of PI 
solution and 5 μL of Calcein-AM solution to 5 mL PBS solution, vortex 
and mix well, obtaining the staining working solution. Wash the cells 
with PBS to remove as much active esterase as possible from the culture. 
Add an adequate volume of the staining solution to ensure the mono-
layer of cells is fully covered, and incubate at room temperature for a 
duration of 30–45 min. Fluorescence microscopy was performed within 

1 h. 
To evaluate the cell morphologies after 5 days of culture, BMSCs 

were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and stained with 
rhodamine-phalloidin (1:300; Cat No. PHDR1; Cytoskeleton, Denver, 
CO, USA) for F-actin and SYTOX green (Thermo, Cat No. S7020; CO, 
USA) for nucleic acid and visualized through a laser scanning confocal 
microscope (LSCM, Zeiss LSM710, Germany). 

Cell proliferation was measured via Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8, 
Dojindo, Japan). The BMSCs were seeded on the samples in 48-well cell 
culture plates at a concentration of 1 × 104 per well and examined at 1 d, 
3 d, and 5 d after cell seeding. The culture plate was used as a control. 
The quantitative values of OD at the wavelength of 450 nm were ob-
tained using a microplate reader (Molecular Devices Spectra Max M5). 
All the measurements at each time point were repeated three times. 

2.16. Enzymatic degradation of ACB 

The in vitro degradation study was carried out at 37 ◦C. The samples 
were placed individually in a centrifuge tube and immersed in 50 mL 
PBS buffer solution containing different concentrations of proteinase K 
(0.05 mg/mL, 0.1 mg/mL, 0.2 mg/mL). The buffer enzyme solution was 
replaced daily to maintain a high enzymatic activity. ACB incubated 
without enzymes in PBS solution were also evaluated as a control. At the 
different timepoints, the scaffolds were weighed to calculate the mass 
loss. 

2.17. In vivo biocompatibility of ACB in a rat distal femur defect model 

The animal experiment on rats was approved by the Tsinghua Uni-
versity Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and fol-
lowed the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals according 
to the Chinese Ministry of Public Health and U.S. National Institutes of 
Health Guidelines. 

A rat distal femur defect model was used to assess the in vivo 
biocompatibility and osteogenic ability of the samples. Total of 24 SD 
rats (10-week-old, male) were randomly divided into two experimental 
groups (Control and ACB). Before the operation process, the rats were 
intraperitoneally anesthetized with 2 % sodium pentobarbital (0.3 mL/ 
100 g weight of rats). A 3-mm bone drill was utilized to create a 3 mm 
diameter and 4 mm deep bone defect in the distal femur plateau of rats. 
The ACB material blocks were then implanted into the defects. The 
scaffolds with surrounding bone tissues were taken at 4 w, 8 w, and 12 w 
postoperatively for Micro-CT imaging and histological staining. In the 
control group, no scaffold materials were implanted. This blank control 
group was evaluated concurrently with the ACB group to facilitate a 
comparative analysis. 

2.18. Histological staining and assessments of regenerated bone 

The distal femur defect samples harvested at 4 w, 8 w, and 12 w 
weeks after surgery were fixed with 4% formaldehyde for 24 h and 
decalcified with 10% ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) for 4 
months. After gradient dehydration, the samples were embedded in 
paraffin and cut into 4-μm-thickness sections using microtomes along 
sagittal slices direction close to the center of each implant (Leica 
RM2234, Germany). 

2.19. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining 

The OCN and CD31 IHC staining was performed to assess the 
osteogenesis and angiogenesis within 6 weeks. Briefly, the process fol-
lowed the protocol of the Histostain-SP (Streptavidin-Peroxidase) kit 
(Shanghai Yaji Biotechnology Co., LTD.). After being blocked with goat 
serum for 30 min at 37 ◦C, tissue sections were incubated overnight at 
4 ◦C with anti-osteocalcin rabbit pAb (1: 50; Cat. No. GB11233, Serv-
icebio), and anti-CD31 rabbit pAb (1:50; Cat. No. GB113151, 
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Servicebio). Then, the secondary antibody and horseradish peroxidase 
streptavidin were added to the slices for 30 min at 37 ◦C. The sections 
were incubated by 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB) as a chromogen sub-
strate and counterstained with hematoxylin for 3 min at room temper-
ature. Finally, the slides were dehydrated with the graded ethanol, 
transparent with xylene and mounted by neutral gum. The Image J 
software was utilized to measure the positive IHC staining region. The 
average values from each group were used for statistical analysis. The 
protein expression was semi-quantitatively calculated and classified 
based on the IHC staining areas. 

2.20. Statistical analysis 

All results are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. For in 
vitro studies, each experiment was conducted at least three times inde-
pendently. The normality test was performed using the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov test in SPSS (v.23.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Statisti-
cal analysis of normally distributed data was carried out using inde-
pendent t-tests or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). Differences 
were considered statistically significant when p < 0.05, shown as *; p <
0.01, shown as **; p < 0.001, shown as ***. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Fabrication and physiochemical characterizations of the ACB 

A cascade of continuous fabrication processes was successfully con-
ducted to create a mineralized collagen-based lamellated compact bone 
analog, referred to as ACB (Fig. 1). The initial step involves synthesizing 
MC microfibrils through a previously reported in vitro biomimetic 
mineralization process. This process involves the combination of 
collagen molecules with Ca2+/PO4

3− ions, which regulate the nucleation 
and growth of CaP minerals on specific sites of the collagen microfibril 
template (Fig. 1A, Fig. S1, and Fig. S2). TEM images in Fig. S1 depict the 
characteristic nanoscale morphologies of MC microfibrils. Following the 
initial stage of mineralization (within one day), amorphous calcium 
phosphate nucleates along the collagen microfibrils and subsequently 

transforms into crystalline nHAp, exhibiting typical (002) and (211) 
SAED patterns. This process results in the formation of uniform MC 
microfibrils with an average diameter of 8–9 nm (Fig. S1E). SEM im-
aging showed the mineralized collagen microfibrils maintain their stable 
fibrous structure after freeze-drying (Fig. S2). Furthermore, EDS spec-
troscopy results reveal a uniform elemental distribution in the MC 
microfibril, with an atomic ratio of Ca/P approximately 1.52 
(Figs. S1C–D). Due to the mild process of biomimetic mineralization that 
occurs under ambient conditions in aqueous environments, it is difficult 
to achieve the theoretical value of perfect crystal crystallinity for hy-
droxyapatite minerals. XPS results confirm the presence of Ca and P 
elements, and the shift in O 1s binding energy is likely due to chemical 
interactions between Ca2+ and O of -C=O during mineralization 
(Fig. S1F). In summary, the well-co-assembled MC microfibrils accu-
rately mimic the crystallographic structure and composition of natural 
bone at the nanoscale level. 

The prepared MC microfibrils were thoroughly mixed with PVA to 
form a slurry, which was subsequently transferred to a PDMS wedge for 
bidirectional freeze-casting (Fig. 1B and C). Simultaneously subjected to 
vertical and horizontal temperature gradients, the slurry began to freeze 
vertically away from the cold finger and horizontally along the surface 
of the PDMS wedge (Fig. S3). The growing ice crystals formed a lamellar 
structure at the microscale, causing the MC microfibril to align parallel 
to the slope of the PDMS wedge (x-axis) and become confined between 
the lamellae of ice crystals, resulting in a lamellar structure (Fig. 1C). 
Subsequently, the freeze-drying process yielded a bulk block consisting 
of MC microfibrils with a porous and lamellated structure. The sche-
matic diagram was shown in Fig. 1D. The macroscopic morphology of 
the wedge-shaped porous block after freeze-drying was shown in 
Fig. 2A. The micro-CT morphology revealed the presence of parallel 
lamellar structure in the freeze-dried sample (Fig. S4). Finally, the 
application of high pressure led to the formation of the ACB bulk 
(Fig. 1E), which exhibited a striking resemblance to natural cortical 
bone in terms of appearance (Fig. 2B). 

The ACB can be easily scaled up for production and processed into 
desired shapes (Fig. 2C). The SEM images of the porous block and 
compact ACB were examined, as shown in Fig. 2D–F. The aligned 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of artificial compact bone (ACB) fabrication. A, Collagen-mediated calcium phosphate mineralization process. B, Precipitate of MC 
microfibrils obtained after centrifugation and preparation of MC microfibril/PVA slurry. C, Preparation of aligned MC microfibrils by bidirectional freeze-casting. D, 
Aligned MC microfibril lamellae. E, Bulk ACB formation via pressure-driven fusion process. 
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lamellar structure in the porous block is clearly observed (Fig. 2D). After 
compression, the ACB maintained the lamellar structure with MC mi-
crofibrils in a parallel arrangement pattern (Fig. 2E and F). Additionally, 
the density of ACB was approximately 2.2 g/cm3, which is almost the 
same as that of natural cortical bone (~1.8–2.3 g/cm3). This similarity 
can be attributed to the high mineral content (70.9%) and compact 
structure of ACB, which resembles that of natural bone (Fig. 2G). The 
XRD spectra confirmed the presence of hydroxyapatite minerals in the 
ACB (Fig. 2H). The Raman examination showed similar spectra for ACB 
and MC microfibrils, indicating that the pressure-driven fusion did not 
alter their chemical structures, displaying crystal structure peaks that 
are consistent with the structure of bone (Fig. 2I). In summary, these 
results indicate that the ACB exhibits similar features, including density, 
inorganic content, crystal structure, and composition, to natural bone. 
Another, the microscopic morphology of RCB is shown in Fig. S5. The 
MC microfibrils maintain an alignment structure within multiple sub- 
millimeter domains. 

To further validate the hierarchical assembly of mineralized 
collagen, we examined the microstructures of the ACB across multiple 
length scales, ranging from the nano to macro levels. Micro-CT scanning 
was employed to visualize the compact and layered features of ACB in 
three dimensions under X-ray imaging (Fig. 3A). SEM images of the 
horizonal cross-sections (x-y plane in Fig. 1C) revealed the presence of 
aligned lamellae at the microscale and aligned MC microfibrils at the 
nanoscale (Fig. 3B–C). TEM images with SAED and FFT patterns were 
obtained from the horizontal cross-section of ACB (x-y plane in Fig. 1C) 

fabricated by FIB thin-cut, as shown in Fig. 3D–F. The MC microfibrils 
were arranged in a nearly parallel manner. The SAED and FFT patterns 
revealed the characteristic (002) preferred orientation of hydroxyapa-
tite nanocrystals along the longitudinal direction of collagen microfibrils 
(Fig. 3D–E), suggesting the biomimetic co-assembly of collagen and 
nHAp at the nanoscale. The high-resolution TEM images revealed the 
presence of aligned molecules with a diameter of 1.5 nm, which was 
consistent with the theoretical value of collagen triple-helical molecules 
(Fig. 3F). And a fine-striated pattern with a period of ~3.46 Å is ex-
pected to correspond to the (002) crystal plane spacing of nHAp of MC 
microfibrils. Furthermore, the high-resolution TEM images of the ver-
tical cross-sections (y-z plane in Fig. 1C) revealed the presence of 
identical crystal structures of nHAp, indicating the crystallographic 
consistency of the arrangement of nHAp grains. The white dashed lines 
represent the vertically aligned structure of assembled mineralized 
collagen microfibrils. The FFT results indicate the presence of a (001) 
diffraction pattern (Figs. S6A–C). Additionally, the STEM image of the 
MC microfibril obtained using the high-angle annular dark field 
(HAADF) mode, along with the corresponding EDS mapping images of 
Ca, P, and C elements, also exhibited a nearly aligned structure 
(Figs. S7A–C). The atomic-resolution HAADF images obtained from TEM 
revealed the arrangement of Ca atoms in the nHAp of aligned MC mi-
crofibrils, which indicated the mutually parallel morphology of MC 
microfibril in ACB (Figs. S8A–C). 

Besides the bidirectional freeze-casting process that controls the 
alignment of MC microfibrils, the pressure-driven fusion process is 

Fig. 2. Morphologies and physiochemical properties of ACB bulk. A, Aligned porous mineralized collagen-based bulk. B, The appearance of ACB resembling natural 
cortical bone. C, ACB can be processed into desired shapes. D, The aligned lamellar structure in the porous block. E, Aligned layers of ACB bulk. F, Aligned MC 
microfibrils and PVA. G, TGA analysis of ACB and MC microfibril powder. H, XRD spectra. I, Raman spectra, showing variations of peak intensities at 432 cm− 1 (PO4

3−

ν2), 593 cm− 1 (PO4
3− ν4), 962 cm− 1 (PO4

3− ν1), and 1028 cm− 1 (PO4
3− ν3) between ACB and MC microfibril. 
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crucial for achieving a highly compact structure. Under high compres-
sion, the inorganic apatite minerals in the MC microfibrils undergo 
fusion and contribute to the stability of the structure. Our previous study 
suggested that the fusion and transformation of low-crystallinity inor-
ganic phases within the MC fibrils contribute to the formation of a 
compact structure under pressure [22]. To further confirm the occur-
rence of fusion phenomena, we conducted XPS, XRD, FTIR, and TGA 
analyses on the ACB samples obtained under various pressures. It should 
be noted that there is an increase in the intensity of the O 1s, Ca 2p, and 
P 2p peaks, as well as subtle shifts in the binding energy of Ca and P in 
the XPS spectra, which may indicate the fusion of calcium phosphate 
crystals and an increase in crystallinity (Fig. S9). The TGA tests revealed 
that the ACB specimens obtained under different pressures of 1 MPa, 
200 MPa, and 1500 MPa had almost the same nHAp content (~70%), 
but exhibited different weight-loss rates between 400 and 700 ◦C, con-
firming an increase in the crystallinity/maturation of nHAp in ACB with 
increasing fusion pressure (Figs. S10A–B). Furthermore, the FTIR and 
XRD spectra, which are capable of reflecting the crystallinity and crys-
tallographic structure of nHAp, yielded consistent conclusions with the 
aforementioned measurements (Fig. S11). Notably, the significant in-
crease in the intensity of the 002-peak in ACB (P = 1500 MPa) suggests 
that the external high pressure may induce a more pronounced prefer-
ential orientation of these “deck of cards” crystals. More than that, the 
addition of PVA polymer during the bidirectional freeze-casting process 
also plays a crucial role in the formation of ACB. PVA was utilized to 

prevent the rapid precipitation of MC microfibrils during the entire 
freeze-casting process, thereby promoting the three-dimensional orien-
tation and arrangement of MC microfibrils with bidirectional tempera-
ture gradients. In the absence of PVA, the MC microfibrils tended to 
sediment, resulting in a lack of uniform directional arrangement and 
disintegrated feature. The TGA results indicated that the PVA content in 
the ACB is approximately 13%. 

3.2. Mechanical properties of ACB 

Given the similar composition and hierarchical structure between 
ACB and natural cortical bone, it is expected that the mechanical 
properties, such as strength, stiffness, and toughness, would be 
enhanced. Due to the anisotropic microstructure of ACB, the mechanical 
properties were assessed along three distinct orientations: antiplane 
(with the load applied perpendicular to the lamellar structure), in-plane 
PD (with the load applied parallel to the lamellar structure but 
perpendicular to the MC microfibrils), and in-plane LD (with the load 
applied parallel to both the lamellar structure and the MC microfibril) 
(Fig. 4A). Additionally, the RCB was also examined for comparison. 

We evaluated the mechanical performance of ACB and RCB using 
both nanoindentation to measure stiffness and hardness, and the three- 
point bending test to measure flexural modulus, strength, and toughness 
in both antiplane and in-plane directions (Fig. 4B–C, Fig. S12, and 
Fig. S13). The biomimetic compact bone bulks exhibited similar density 

Fig. 3. Hierarchical and highly ordered structure of artificial compact bone. A, Micro-CT morphology of ACB. SEM morphologies of aligned lamellated structure (B) 
and aligned MC microfibrils (C). D, TEM images and SAED patterns. E, Partial enlarged images and FFT patterns. White arrow stands for the orientation of MC 
microfibril. The corresponding SAED and FFT patterns revealed the characteristic (002) preferred orientation of hydroxyapatite nanocrystals along the longitudinal 
direction of collagen microfibrils. F, High-resolution TEM images of aligned MC microfibrils, revealing the presence of aligned collagen molecules (~1.5 nm in 
diameter) and a fine striated pattern with a period of ~3.46 Å, which is expected to correspond to the (002) crystal plane spacing of nHAp. 
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(~2.2 g/cm3), surface hardness (H, 653.0 ± 43.1 MPa in x-y plane), and 
Young’s modulus (Ey, 25.9 ± 1.1 GPa in x-y plane) to natural cortical 
bone (Table S1). This similarity can be attributed to the high mineral 
content and compactness of ACB under high compressive pressure 
(Fig. 4B). Additionally, the ACB demonstrated good flexural perfor-
mance during the three-point bending test (Movie 1). The ACB bulk 
exhibited ultimate flexural strengths of 97.5 ± 5.6 MPa and 96.2 ± 7.3 
MPa, along with moduli of 7.66 ± 0.35 GPa and 7.63 ± 0.88 GPa, in the 
antiplane and in-plane PD directions, respectively. In contrast, the RCB 
exhibited ultimate flexural strengths of 79.8 ± 8.2 MPa (in-plane) and 
69.2 ± 5.8 MPa (antiplane), along with flexural moduli of 7.29 ± 0.70 
GPa (antiplane) and 7.77 ± 0.34 GPa (in-plane), respectively (Fig. 4C). 
The significant difference in flexural strengths between the ACB and 
RCB indicated the important role of aligned MC microfibrils in 

enhancing flexural strength. However, the difference in their flexural 
moduli was not as significant, as the modulus was predominantly 
contributed by inorganic minerals. 

Fracture toughness was evaluated through single-edge notched beam 
tests. Fig. S14 showed the typical load-displacement curves obtained 
from SENB tests. The initial fracture toughness (KIC) of ACB in in-plane 
PD (1.77 ± 0.03 MPa m1/2), antiplane (2.09 ± 0.01 MPa m1/2), and in- 
plane LD (0.51 ± 0.01 MPa m1/2), as well as RCB in antiplane (1.76 ±
0.02 MPa m1/2) and in-plane (0.87 ± 0.02 MPa m1/2), indicated that 
ACB and RCB exhibited good resistance to initial crack propagation 
during deformation (Fig. 4D and Table S2). The maximum fracture 
toughness (KJC) of both ACB and RCB shown by J-R curves exhibited a 
clear increasing trend, indicating the effectiveness of the multilayer 
structure in preventing crack propagation (Fig. 4E). The fracture 

Fig. 4. Mechanical properties of artificial compact bone. A, Schematic illustration for three-point bending and nanoindentation test in different directions or planes. 
B, Statistics for hardness (H) and modulus (Ey) of ACB in different planes by nanoindentation test. C, Statistics and comparison of flexural strength (σf) and stiffness 
(Ef) of the ACB and RCB. D, Fracture toughness for crack initiation (KIC) and stable crack propagation (KJC) of the ACB and RCB. E, Crack-resistance curves (R-curves) 
showing the resistance to fracture in terms of the stress intensity, KJC, as a function of crack extension, Δa, for the ACB and RCB bulks. F, Mechanical performance of 
ACB compared to natural cortical bone. G-H, Comparison of mechanical properties of ACB with natural materials and some composites. G, Ashby diagram of the 
fracture toughness of ACB compared with a wide range of natural structural materials and biomaterials as a function of their stiffness. H, Ashby diagram of specific 
strength vs. toughness for ACB compared with a range of synthetic and natural materials. 
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toughness of ACB in different loading directions, such as antiplane (2.42 
± 0.03 MPa m1/2), in-plane PD (2.14 ± 0.04 MPa m1/2) and in-plane LD 
(1.72 ± 0.02 MPa m1/2), as well as RCB in antiplane (2.24 ± 0.03 MPa 
m1/2) and in-plane (1.49 ± 0.02 MPa m1/2), approached a lower value 
compared to that of natural cortical bone (3–6 MPa m1/2). However, 
other mechanical properties including hardness, flexural modulus and 
strength were comparable to those of natural cortical bone (Fig. 4F) 
[18]. Fig. 4G illustrates the relationship between the flexural modulus 
(Ef) of ACB and its fracture toughness (KC), demonstrating the remark-
able potential of synthetic bulk ACB to match natural materials and 
maintain toughness despite increased stiffness. Moreover, the ACB ex-
hibits superior specific strength (σf/ρ) and specific toughness (KC/ρ) 
compared to some typical synthetic biomaterials (Fig. 4H and Table S3). 
These exceptional properties primarily arise from the hierarchical or-
ganization and aligned MC microfibrils-based lamellar structure. 

Human cortical bone is an excellent example of achieving both 
exceptional strength and toughness through intrinsic and extrinsic 
toughening mechanisms. Intrinsic toughening originates from the 
fibrillar sliding mechanism occurring at length scales ranging from tens 
to hundreds of nanometers, which are closely related to the MC fibrils in 
bone. However, the primary contributor to bone toughness is extrinsic, 
resulting from crack bridging and deflection when a propagating crack 

encounters the highly mineralized interfaces within the lamellar or 
osteonal structures at the micrometer or millimeter scale [32]. By 
imitating the hierarchical structures found in natural bone, the block 
ACB should exhibit the potential synergistic effects of both intrinsic and 
extrinsic toughening mechanisms. Therefore, the crack propagation 
behaviors and fracture surface morphologies of ACB (antiplane and 
in-plane PD) were examined after the SENB test (Fig. 5A–H, Fig. S15, 
and Fig. S16). The crack in the bulk ACB initiates from the notch ahead 
of the crack tip and propagates along a rough path. Typical crack 
deflection/twists, micro-cracks, MC microfibril bridging, and crack 
branching were observed, which contributed to the excellent extrinsic 
toughening mechanism. Besides, the high-magnification morphologies 
of the nanoindentation impression showed crack deflection and jagged 
crack twists along the interfaces of MC microfibrils at the nanoscale, 
which indicates the toughening effect of MC microfibrils at the nano-
scale level (Fig. 5I–K). The MC microfibrils that are composed of an 
elaborate assembly of collagen microfibrils and nHAp with a diameter of 
8–9 nm, exhibit an important intrinsic toughening effect, involving fibril 
sliding, bending, and pull-out behaviors during the yielding stage. This 
underlying mechanism is derived from the slipping that occurs at the 
hydroxyapatite/collagen interface, which allows for a significant dissi-
pation of energy and effectively enhances fracture resistance (Fig. 5H). 

Fig. 5. The crack propagation behaviors and fracture surface morphologies after the SENB test. A, Crack propagation path with obvious crack deflections along the 
interlamellar interface in ACB (antiplane). B, Enlarged regions along the crack path show the crack twist, fibril bridging (C) and crack branching (D). E-H, Multilevel 
fracture surface morphologies. I, SEM images of the nanoindentation impression in ACB (x-z plane). J, Aligned MC microfibril crack twist. K, Crack deflection. L, 
Schematic plot of ACB with extrinsic and intrinsic toughening mechanism. M, Microcrack deflection and crack bridging near the crack tip by progressive interface 
failure via nonlinear finite element model simulation in sublayer. 
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In summary, we believe that the combination of the proposed intrinsic 
and extrinsic toughening mechanisms effectively redistributes and al-
leviates the high stresses that occur at multiple scales. The concurrent 
presence of multiscale, multiphase, and microfibril conditions ulti-
mately gives rise to the observed increase in the R-curve in the artificial 
bulk bone (Fig. 5L). 

Moreover, the nonlinear finite element modeling simulation 
demonstrated clear microcrack deflection near the crack tip through 
progressive interface failure, bending, and pull-out of the analog unit in 
a typical fibril/fibril alignment structure (Fig. 5M and Movie 2). Addi-
tionally, the macroscopic fracture simulation revealed the typical be-
haviors of crack deflection and interface branching (Fig. S17 and Movie 
3). This pathway is consistent with the reinforcement and toughening of 
nanofibrils during the actual ACB fracture process. Therefore, we have 
summarized the characteristics of the bone-mimicking structure, 
including a multiscale and laminated structure with aligned nanofibers 
and multiple phases contributed to superior crack resistance through 
hierarchically elegant architecture, weak interfaces, crack arrest mech-
anism, and the simultaneous activation of multiple mechanisms that 
prevent crack propagation (Fig. 5L). However, it should be noted that 
the ACB is composed solely of aligned MC microfibrils, without the 
higher-level organization of MC fibers/bundles and rotated arrays found 
in natural bone. This should be the reason why the fracture toughness of 
ACB is not as good as that of natural bone, including the ALB we pre-
pared previously. 

3.3. In vitro and in vivo biocompatibility of ACB 

Due to its high inorganic content, the ACB demonstrates excellent 
stability in PBS without any observable swelling (Movie 4). After being 
fully immersed for 7 days, the ACB maintained its mechanical strength, 
with a flexural strength of approximately 30.3 MPa, a flexural strain of 
around 60 %, and a flexural toughness of 5.33 ± 0.2 MPa m1/2 

(Fig. 6A–E). Furthermore, even after being continuously immersed for 
over a month, the ACB retains its mechanical performance. This signif-
icant plastic behavior can be attributed to the widened spacing between 
MC microfibers, which allows the polymer chains to become more 
flexible. Consequently, this leads to a decrease in strength, stiffness, and 
hardness, while simultaneously enhancing toughness and plasticity. 
Furthermore, we conducted an enzymatic degradation experiment of 
ACB using protease K. The in vitro degradation of the ACB is dependent 
on the dose of protease K, as shown in Fig. S18. The weight of the ACB 
decreased by approximately 5–6% during the 7-day degradation pro-
cess. These results suggest that ACB exhibits slow biodegradation, which 
implies its potential for long-term stability in vivo. 

To assess the cytocompatibility of ACB bulk in vitro, BMSCs were 
cultured on the surface of ACB to observe their adhesion, proliferation, 
and spreading behaviors (Fig. 6F–I). The Live/Dead staining result 
demonstrated that the majority of BMSCs remained viable and exhibited 
robust growth, as indicated by the absence of red-stained dead cells 
(Fig. 6F). Furthermore, the CCK-8 assay revealed that the cells cultured 
on ACB exhibited an excellent and stable proliferation rate comparable 
to the control group (Fig. 6I). Moreover, the SEM and LSCM images 
depicted the morphologies of BMSCs cultured on ACB, demonstrating 
favorable attachment and spreading behavior with a characteristic 
spindle-shaped morphology (Fig. 6G–H). Following 5 days of culture, 
the BMSCs exhibited rapid proliferation and reached confluence. The 
aforementioned results indicate that ACB exhibits excellent cyto-
compatibility for cell attachment and growth. 

To evaluate the in vivo biocompatibility of the ACB bulk and its po-
tential for bone repair, we employed a distal femur defect model. Cy-
lindrical ACB scaffolds, with a diameter of 3 mm and a height of 4 mm, 
were machined to include two through-holes with a diameter of 0.8 mm 
and then inserted into bone defects of matching size (Fig. 6J). Bone 
tissues were harvested and analyzed at 4, 8, and 12 weeks post-surgery. 
In the control group, no significant bone regrowth was observed within 

the interior of defected region, with only a small amount of new bone 
tissue formed along the edges of the defect (Fig. 6K-M, middle figures). 
In the ACB group, the ACB with bone ingrowth into the holes and around 
the scaffold were evaluated using micro-CT imaging (Fig. 6K-M). The 
compact structure of ACB showed no obvious degradation within 12 
weeks, indicating its long-term in vivo stability. At four weeks post- 
surgery, rapid new bone ingrowth was observed in the inner hole, 
demonstrating the excellent biocompatibility and osteoconductivity of 
ACB. As time progressed, more bone tissue regenerated around the 
entire scaffold, extending even to the surface of the bone tissue. Despite 
the lack of a significant degradation process, ACB exhibited excellent 
osteointegration with surrounding bone tissues. Considering the 
remarkably slow degradation rate of ACB and the absence of implants in 
the defect of the control group, it is inappropriate to calculate the vol-
ume of the whole defects. We examined the regions adjacent to the 
defect edge, extending 0.3 mm inward from the defect edge for assessing 
new bone formation. For the ACB group, the calculated bone volume/ 
total volume (BV/TV), trabecular thickness (TbTh), and bone surface/ 
bone volume (BS/BV) showed a gradual increase, while the trabecular 
spacing (TbSp) and average trabecular number (TbN) decreased over 
time within 12 weeks (Fig. 6N-R). These results indicate that ACB has 
good tissue compatibility and achieves successful postoperative repair. 
The new bone tissue exhibited exceptional osteointegration with the 
ACB scaffold, with no fibrous tissue at the interface, confirming ACB’s 
excellent biocompatibility and potential osteogenic ability. In the con-
trol group, the statistical results of new bone formation show no sig-
nificant increase from 4 w to 12 w post-surgery. 

The regenerated bone tissues were further visualized by histological 
assessments. The typical morphologies of the H&E, and Masson’s tri-
chrome stained cross-sections at the time points of 4, 8, and 12 weeks 
were examined, respectively. For the H&E-stained images (Fig. 7A), the 
pink color of dense tissues indicated the newly formed bone tissue, 
marked by ★, which could be easily distinguished from the ACB scaf-
folds (the dense structure characterized as ■) and loose fibrous tissues 
(marked by ●). None of the bone defect specimens showed any signs of 
inflammation or infection induced by the ACB material (Fig. 7A, 
Fig. S19A). The ACB scaffold (0.8 mm hole) embedded in the distal 
femur defect provided a good bridge for cell migration, growth, and 
ECM deposition. According to the results of H&E and Masson trichrome 
staining, the ACB promoted bone invasion from the surrounding bone 
tissues and formed obvious neo-bone tissue structures along the surfaces 
of ACB (red arrows), and then gradually became mature (Fig. 7B, 
Fig. S19B). These results confirmed the excellent osteointegration 
capability of the ACB. In addition, the histological results showed that 
the ACB group had the higher bone regeneration rate with the faster 
vascularization, which was consistent with the Micro-CT results. In 
contrast, the defects in the control group had new bone formation only 
around the defect edges at 4, 8, and 12 weeks, while the interior was 
replaced by sparse fibrous tissue (marked by ●) without bone structure 
formation. 

Furthermore, the immunohistochemical staining of OCN and CD31 
was conducted to confirm the osteogenesis and angiogenesis surround-
ing the ACB. The presence of OCN-positive regions in the defect area was 
significantly more pronounced in the ACB group compared to the con-
trol group, suggesting the improved osteogenesis induced by ACB 
(Fig. 7C, Fig. S19C). In addition, newborn blood vessels were observed 
by immunostaining of CD31 marker (Fig. 7D, Fig. S19D). The statistical 
analysis revealed a significant increase of CD31-positive cells in the ACB 
group compared to the control groups, providing evidence for the 
enhanced angiogenesis process facilitated by ACB (Fig. 7F). Overall, the 
results suggest that ACB plays a significant role in promoting rapid 
vascularization and bone regeneration due to its exceptional mechanical 
properties and osteogenic/angiogenic activities. 
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Fig. 6. The performance of ACB after being immersed in PBS and in vitro/in vivo biocompatibility. A, Appearance of ACB in PBS. B, Three-point bending tests and 
SENB tests for ACB (wet). C, Flexural strength and flexural strain curves for ACB (In-plane PD and Antiplane, wet). D, Load-displacement curves for ACB (in-plane PD, 
wet) by SENB test. E, Statistic of KIC and KJC for ACB (in-plane PD, wet). F, LIVE/DEAD staining of BMSCs cultured on ACB for 1 d. G, Corresponding SEM mi-
crographs of BMSCs at 3 d. H, LSCM morphologies of the BMSCs on ACB after 1 d and 5 d of cell culture (rhodamine-phalloidin for F-actin in red and SYTOX-green for 
nucleic acid in green). I, Cell proliferation by CCK-8 assay. J, Surgical procedure for creating a distal femur defect model in rats. K-M, 3D reconstruction of Micro-CT 
imaging at 4 w, 8 w, and 12 w post-surgery of control and ACB group. N-R, The statistics of BV/TV, BS/BV, TbTh, TbN, and TbSp. n = 3. *P＜0.05, **P＜0.01, ***P 
＜0.001. 
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3.4. Discussions 

In this study, the oriented arrangement of MC microfibrils across a 
wide range of scales, from micrometers to macroscopic levels, was 
achieved through a bidirectional freeze-casting process. As a result, a 
layered alignment composed of oriented MC microfibrils was formed. By 
combining pressure fusion, we successfully fabricated an artificial 
compact bone structure that closely resembles natural bone in terms of 
composition and structure. The ACB material demonstrates not only a 

composition and content that closely resemble natural bone, but also a 
layered structure and cross-scale ordered assembly of MC microfibrils 
that closely resemble those found in natural bone. The method utilized 
in this study enables convenient and efficient fabrication, facilitating 
scalable production. Furthermore, the prepared ACB materials exhibit 
comprehensive properties that are comparable to those of natural bone, 
including strength, hardness, modulus, density, and bioactivity. 

Similar to the previously prepared ALB, ACB is mainly composed of 
MC microfibrils serving as assembled units for hierarchical organization. 

Fig. 7. Histological straining images of the regenerated tissues at 4 w, 8 w, and 12 w post-surgery. A, H&E straining images. B, Masson trichrome staining images 
(Red arrows: neo-bone). ‘■’ stands for ACB scaffold materials, ‘●’ stands for loose fibrous tissues, and ‘★’ describes the new bone tissues. C, OCN staining images 
(Black arrows: neo-bone). D, CD 31 staining images (Black arrows: neo-bone). E and F, The IHC staining for OCN, and CD 31 at defect area and quantitative analysis. 
n = 3. *P＜0.05, **P＜0.01, ***P＜0.001. 
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Furthermore, both materials exhibit in-situ co-assembly of collagen and 
hydroxyapatite at the nanoscale, along with a lamellar structure at the 
micrometer scale. Consequently, both ACB and ALB exhibit excellent 
resistance to bending and crack propagation. In contrast, ALB differs by 
having a 30◦ incremental angle between adjacent lamellar layers, 
resulting in a more biomimetic resemblance to natural lamellar bone. 
The MC microfibrils within the parallel lamellae structure of ACB do not 
display incremental rotation angles between layers. Consequently, ACB 
may have lower toughness in a specific direction compared to ALB. 
Nevertheless, the electrospinning process used for ALB preparation im-
poses limitations on both the mineral content of ALB and the chemical 
crosslinking process. Therefore, we found that ALB is prone to rapid 
swelling and degradation in vivo. In this study, we have successfully 
addressed the mineral content limitation issue of ALB materials and 
synthesized an ACB material by bidirectional freezing technique that 
closely resembles the actual bone mineral content. Thus, the ACB ex-
hibits comparable density and hardness to natural bones. The bidirec-
tional freezing technique could effectively drive the assembly and 
alignment of small building blocks into lamellar structure. Here, we 
combined the bidirectional freezing technique with molecular self- 
assembly of mineralized collagen and pressure-driven fusion for the 
first time to produce a macroscopic bulk artificial compact bone 
material. 

More than that, the contribution of bidirectional freezing technique 
for ACB preparation is not limited to mineral content but also includes 
process optimization, economic benefits enhancement, and potential 
clinical applications. Compared to electrospinning technology, the 
bidirectional freezing process enables efficient, rapid, scalable produc-
tion while conserving energy. The process eliminates concerns regarding 
environmental pollution caused by the volatile organic solvents used in 
the electrospinning process, as well as the risks associated with high 
voltages. 

Furthermore, our previous research and this study have demon-
strated that the inorganic minerals play a significant role in pressure- 
driven fusion. As the pressure increases, crystal fusion and crystal-
linity increase, facilitating the densification and interlayer bonding of 
the material as a whole. Due to its higher mineralization content, ACB 
exhibits greater stability than ALB under equivalent pressure. In vitro 
swelling and in vivo implantation experiments demonstrated that ACB 
exhibited minimal swelling, high stability, and relatively slow degra-
dation in an aqueous environment. Notably, ACB did not experience 
collapse degradation and became more pliable. However, maintaining 
the long-term effectiveness of ALB becomes challenging when it is 
implanted for repair in the body due to its degradation rate surpassing 
the rate of bone healing. Additionally, the densification was also pro-
moted through pressure-fusion at 80 ◦C. Heating is beneficial for 
removing air and reducing pore size, even though ACB can be obtained 
through pressure-fusion at room temperature. Given that the denatur-
ation temperature of collagen in solid form exceeds 90 ◦C, it is unlikely 
for the collagen in ACB to denature in a dry state. Regarding biocom-
patibility, both ALB and ACB exhibited favorable cytocompatibility, 
biosafety, and excellent osteogenic repair properties in the results of in 
vitro and in vivo studies. In conclusion, given the distinct advantages of 
ALB and ACB in terms of their respective properties, they have the po-
tential to address the repair needs of load-bearing bone defects in 
various clinical sites with different clinical requirements. 

Biomimetic bone materials play a crucial role in the repair of bone 
defects. Currently, a wide range of artificial bone materials have been 
developed and are extensively utilized in clinical practice. However, 
there is still a clinical need for biomimetic compact bone materials with 
high strength and toughness. Sufficient structural and mechanical 
reconstruction is essential for the regeneration of bone defects. There-
fore, our research aims to develop biomimetic compact bone materials, 
which have significant potential in filling bone defects that require 
mechanical or structural support, such as large cranial defects or 
segmental bone defects. While dense bone materials provide structural 

support, they do not offer sufficient space for osteoblasts to migrate 
towards the interior for regeneration. Achieving a perfect balance be-
tween the rate of material degradation and the rate of new bone for-
mation is challenging. The porous structure of bone material is 
considered essential for bone ingrowth, but it does not meet the me-
chanical strength requirement. We believe that designing implants with 
a biphasic composite structure, mimicking the natural combination of 
cortical and trabecular bone, is an effective approach to address this 
issue [33]. The porous portion is expected to facilitate rapid ingrowth of 
new bone and complete bone formation within 3–6 months. The 
compact portion provides sufficient mechanical support and helps 
maintain the integrity of the overall structure during the whole process 
of bone repair. After bone ingrowth, the compact portion becomes 
enveloped by new bone and is gradually replaced through bone meta-
bolism, resulting in gradual bone remodeling. 

Although the ACB exhibits excellent mechanical properties such as 
high stiffness, hardness, and flexural strength that are comparable to 
those of natural bone, it still requires improvement in terms of fracture 
toughness. This insufficiency may be attributed to the absence of the 
higher level of organization of MC fibrils. While bidirectional freeze- 
casting can align mineralized collagen microfibrils in parallel, it lacks 
the higher-scale driving force to assemble mineralized collagen fibrils 
into fibers, fiber bundles, and plywood-like rotated lamellar structures 
found in natural bone. Additionally, bone tissue contains numerous 
trace elements and bioactive compounds, such as magnesium, stron-
tium, silicon, etc., which can enhance bone formation, angiogenesis, and 
other biological functions [34]. The development of bioactive artificial 
bone materials is a prominent trend in the field of bone tissue engi-
neering. Currently, our research group is actively working on the 
development of a bioactive ACB by incorporating MC microfibrils with 
multiple active elements doped in nHAp. In the future, we plan to 
combine ACB with either ALB or porous bone material to create biphasic 
composite bone materials that can be translated into clinical applica-
tions for diverse scenarios. 

4. Conclusion 

In summary, we utilized a cascade of continuous fabrication pro-
cesses, including biomimetic mineralization of collagen, bidirectional 
freeze-casting, and pressure-driven fusion, to successfully produce a 
macroscopic bulk bone material. The MC microfibrils, fabricated 
through an in vitro biomimetic mineralization process, accurately 
replicate the crystallographic structure of hydroxyapatite and the 
composition of natural bone at the nanoscale. Subsequently, these mi-
crofibrils are aligned in parallel through bidirectional temperature 
gradients, resulting in a porous and lamellated structure following 
freeze-drying. Finally, the ACB is formed through high pressure-driven 
fusion, closely resembling natural cortical bone in terms of composi-
tion, hierarchical structure, and mechanical properties. The ACB mate-
rial exhibits comparable density (ρ ~ 2.2 g/cm3), inorganic content 
(70.9 wt percent), stiffness (Ef ~ 25.9 GPa), hardness (H ~ 653.1 MPa), 
and flexural strength (σf ~ 97.8 MPa) to natural cortical bone. 
Furthermore, this method is highly feasible, efficient, and more 
conducive to scalable production. Moreover, the ACB also exhibits 
excellent mechanical properties in PBS, exceptional biocompatibility, 
and osteogenic properties in vivo, making it well-suited for a broad 
spectrum of biomedical applications, such as orthopedic, stomato-
logical, and craniofacial surgeries. 
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